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Abstract

The application of boosting procedures to de	
cision tree algorithms has been shown to pro	
duce very accurate classi
ers� These classi	

ers are in the form of a majority vote over
a number of decision trees� Unfortunately�
these classi
ers are often large� complex and
di�cult to interpret� This paper describes a
new type of classi
cation rule� the alternat�

ing decision tree� which is a generalization of
decision trees� voted decision trees and voted
decision stumps� At the same time classi
ers
of this type are relatively easy to interpret�
We present a learning algorithm for alternat	
ing decision trees that is based on boosting�
Experimental results show it is competitive
with boosted decision tree algorithms such
as C��� and generates rules that are usually
smaller in size and thus easier to interpret�
In addition these rules yield a natural mea	
sure of classi
cation con
dence which can be
used to improve the accuracy at the cost of
abstaining from predicting examples that are
hard to classify�

� INTRODUCTION

The AdaBoost algorithm ��� ��� has recently proved
to be an important component in practical learning
algorithms� Two of the most successful combina	
tions have been boosting decision trees and boosting
stumps ��� �� ��� �� � Stumps are the simplest special
case of decision trees which consist of a single decision
node and two prediction leaves�

Boosting decision trees learning algorithms� such as
CART ��� and C�� ����� yields very good classi
ers�

The software package C��� is one of the best pack	
ages that combines �a variant of� AdaBoost with C���
Unfortunately� the classi
ers generated by C�� using
boosting are often large and thus hard to interpret�

In this paper we suggest a new combination of decision
trees with boosting that generates classi
cation rules
that are often smaller and easier to interpret then the
rules that are generated by using C�� with boosting�
We introduce a new representation for classi
ers which
we call alternating decision trees �ADTrees�� This rep	
resentation generalizes both voted	stumps and deci	
sion trees in a natural way� We show how boost	
ing can be used as a method for learning ADTrees
from data �Kearns and Mansour in ��� analyze deci	
sion tree learning algorithms as boosting algorithms�
Their work suggests an algorithm similar to the one
presented here��

ADTrees are similar to option trees 
rst described by
Buntine in ��� and further developed by Kohavi et� al�
in ����� Option trees were shown to provide signi
cant
improvements in classi
cation error compared to single
decision trees� The results reported in ���� are com	
parable to bagged decision trees� Our goal here is to
learn a structure similar to option trees using boosting
and thus achieve better performance levels� Our ex	
periments show that the performance of this learning
algorithm is similar to that of C�� with boosting� The
question of improving the comprehensibility of trained
classi
ers have been previously studied by Craven ����
Domingos ��� and Margineatu and Dietterich �����

One of the nice features of alternating decision trees is
that they give� in addition to a classi
cation� a measure
of con
dence which we call the classi
cation margin�

�C��� was written by Ross Quinlan and is available com�
mercially from Rulequest Research�
http���www�rulequest�com��



This measure of con
dence has been analyzed in prior
work ���� In this work we give some new evidence for
the validity and usefulness of interpreting classi
cation
margins as measures of con
dence�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we
describe alternating decision trees and show how they
can be represented as weighted votes of simple pre	
diction rules� In Section � we describe how AdaBoost
is used to learn ADTrees� In section  we describe
some experiments we have performed with the new
algorithm� We conclude with a summary and a de	
scription of current work in Section ��

� ALTERNATING DECISION

TREES

In this section we give a new semantics for representing
decision trees and then show how this semantics can be
extended to represent general alternating decision tree
classi
ers� In addition we show how alternating tree
classi
ers can be represented as a majority vote over
very simple prediction rules� Recall that AdaBoost
generates rules that are majority votes over simpler�
so called �weak� rules� By representing alternating
trees as such votes we make it easy to use AdaBoost
to learn alternating trees from data�

We give a formal description of alternating trees in
Figure �� For our intuitive explanation we use a se	
quence of simple examples given in Figure �� Consider

rst the decision tree in Figure ��a�� This is a simple
decision tree with two decision nodes and three pre	
diction leaves� The tree de
nes a binary classi
cation
rule which maps instances of the form �a� b� � R� into
one of two classes denoted by �� and �� �in this paper
we restrict ourselves to binary classi
cation problems��
In Figure ��b� we give a di�erent representation of the
same classi
cation rule� In this representation each de	
cision node is replaced by two nodes� a prediction node

�represented by an ellipse�� and a splitter node �repre	
sented by a rectangle�� The decision node is identical
to what we had before� while the prediction node is
associated with a real valued number� As in decision
trees� an instance is mapped into a path along the tree
from the root to one of the leaves� However� unlike de	
cision trees� the classi
cation that is associated with
the path is not the label of the leaf� instead� it is the
sign of the sum of the predictions along the path� For
example� the classi
cation of the instance a � b � ��
is sign������������ � sign������ � ��� It is easy to
check that the two trees de
ne the same classi
cation
rule� It is also clear that many di�erent trees of the

second type can represent the same tree of the 
rst
type�

We call the second representation an �alternating tree�
representation for the obvious reason that it consists
of alternating layers of prediction nodes and splitter
nodes� So far we have described how standard decision
trees can be represented as alternating trees� Before
we describe general decision trees we show how alter	
nating trees can be represented as a vote over simple
prediction rules�

We think of the tree in Figure ��b�� as consisting of
a root prediction node and two units of three nodes
each� a decision node and the two prediction nodes
that are its children �this structure is very similar to
decision stumps� but the numbers associated with the
leaves are real number� rather than just �� or ���� It
is now a simple transition to rewrite the classi
cation
rule described in Figure ��b� as a weighted majority
vote� We associate with each of the decision nodes a
simple rule of the following form�

if�precondition� then
if�condition� then output p�
else output p�

else output �

Speci
cally� with the decision nodes in Figure ��b� we
associate the following two rules�

r��a�b�	 
 r��a�b�	
if�always� then 
 if�a���� then
if�a���� then 
 if�b��� then

output ���� 
 output ����
else output ���� 
 else output ����

else output � 
 else output �

By combining these two rules with the constant predic	
tion associated with the root node we can rewrite the
classi
cation rule represented by the decision tree as�
sign���� � r��a�b� �r��a�b��� We refer to these
rules as base rules�

It is clear that through this transformation we can
represent any standard decision tree as a sum of base
rules each of which corresponds to one of the decision
nodes in the tree� In general precondition is the
conjunction of conditions that lead to a given decision
node� condition is the decision associated with the
node and p�� p� are the predictions associated with
the two children of the decision node�

We proceed now to show how we generalize standard
decision trees to general alternating decision trees that
give a much more �exible semantics for representing
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Figure �� Tree	based classi
ers� �a� a decision tree� �b� the same decision tree represented as an alternating tree�
�c� a general alternating tree�

�� A base condition is a boolean predicate over instances� We use � to denote conjunction �AND�� � to denote negation
�NOT� and T to denote the constant predicate that is always true� We use C to denote a set of base conditions�

	� A precondition is a conjunction of base conditions and negations of base conditions�


� A base rule r is a mapping from instances to real numbers which is de�ned in terms of a precondition c�� a base
condition c�� and two real numbers a and b� The base rule maps each instance to a prediction that is de�ned to be
a if c� � c�� b if c� � �c� and � if �c��

�� An alternating decision tree is a mapping from instances to real numbers which is de�ned in terms of a set of base
rules� The set of base rules must obey the two following two conditions�

�a� The set must include a base rule for which both the condition and the pre�condition are T� The a value of this
rule is the prediction associated with the root of the tree�

�b� A base rule r with precondition d can be in the set only if the set includes a rule r� with precondition c� and
condition c� such that d  c��c� or d  c���c�� d corresponds to the prediction node that is the direct parent
of r�

The alternating tree maps each instance to a real valued prediction which is the sum of the predictions of the base
rules in its set� The classi�cation of an instance is the sign of the prediction�

Figure �� A formal de
nition of alternating trees as weighted votes of simple rules

classi
ers��

Standard decision trees de
ne a partition of the in	
stance space into disjoint regions� Most algorithms
for learning decision trees work by iteratively splitting
one of the parts in two� Each part can be split at most
once� In other words� only leaf nodes can be split� In
general alternating decision trees we allow each part to
be split multiple times� Returning to our example� we
observe that in the alternating tree described in Fig	
ure ��b� each predictor node has at most one splitter

�Strictly speaking� any ADTree classi�er can be repre�
sented by a standard decision tree� However� the decision
tree can be exponentially larger�

node attached to it� In Figure ��c� we add two splitter
nodes to this decision tree and get an example of a
general alternating tree�

A general alternating tree de
nes a classi
cation rule
as follows� An instance de
nes a set of paths in the
alternating tree� As in standard decision trees� when
a path reaches a decision node it continues with the
child which corresponds to the outcome of the decision
associated with the node� However� when reaching a
prediction node� the path continues with all of the chil	
dren of the node� More precisely� the path splits into
a set of paths� each of which corresponds to one of the
children of the prediction node� We call the union of all



the paths reached in this way for a given instance the
�multi�path� associated with that instance� The sign
of the sum of all the prediction nodes that are included
in a multi	path is the classi
cation which the tree as	
sociates with the instance� As examples consider the
following two instances� if a � � and b � �� then
the classi
cation is sign��� � ���� ���� ��� � ���� �
sign����� � ��� if a �  and b � � then the classi
ca	
tion is sign��� � ��� � ���� � sign����� � ��� In both
cases the classi
cation is ��� however� we can think
of the second prediction as more con
dent then the
second� We�ll return to this point later�

From our description of the alternating decision trees it
is clear that they are generalization of decision trees�
It is not hard to see that they also generalize voted
stumps� These correspond to alternating trees with
exactly three layers� a root� a set of decision nodes�
and the predictor nodes associated with these decision
nodes� Finally� voted decision trees are also a spe	
cial case of alternating decision trees� they correspond
to alternating trees in which only the root prediction
node has more than one child�

The representation of alternating decision trees as a
majority vote over base rules is a direct extension of
the representation that was described above for sim	
ple decision trees� The formal de
nition of alternating
trees in this form is given in Figure ��

� BOOSTING ALTERNATING

DECISION TREES

As shown in the previous section� alternating trees can
be de
ned as a sum of simple base rules� As a result�
it is a simple matter to apply any boosting algorithm
to the problem of learning alternating decision trees
from examples� The only special thing here is that the
set of base rules �sometimes called �weak hypotheses��
that are considered at each stage is not constant but
increases as the tree is grown�

As our base rules generate predictions that can be
any real valued number we use the version of Ad	
aBoost suggested by Schapire and Singer ���� which ex	
tends the original AdaBoost algorithm of Freund and
Schapire ��� that allows the base rules to make real val	
ued prediction� In addition� Singer and Schapire give
formulas for calculating the best predictions for a given
partition of the input space� We use these formulas to
choose the value of a and b for the base rules�

We 
x a set of base conditions� In the experiments
described here we use only inequality conditions that

Initialize Set R� to consist of the single base rule whose
precondition and condition are both T� and whose �rst
prediction value is

a 
�

	
ln

W��T�

W��T�
�

Do for t  �� 	� � � � � T

�� For each base precondition c� � Pt and each condition
c� � C calculate

Zt�c�� c��  	
�p

W��c� � c��W��c� � c�� �p
W��c� � �c��W��c� � �c��

�
�W ��c�� �

	� Select c�� c� which minimize Zt�c�� c�� and set Rt�� to
be Rt with the addition of the rule rt whose precon�
dition is c�� condition is c� and two prediction values
are�

a 
�

	
ln

W��c� � c��

W��c� � c��
� b 

�

	
ln

W��c� � �c��

W��c� � �c��


� Set Pt�� to be Pt with the addition of c� � c� and
c� � �c��

�� Update the weights of each training example accord�
ing to the equation

wi�t��  wi�te
rt�xi�yi

�Note that if r�xi�  � the weight is not changed��

Output the classi�cation rule that is the sign of the sum
of all the base rules in RT���

class�x�  sign

�
TX

t��

rt�x�

�
�

Figure �� An application of AdaBoost to learning al	
ternating decision trees�

compare a single feature with a constant� This set of
base rules is su�ciently restricted that it is feasible to
enumerate all possible base rules that can be added to
a given tree for a given training set�

The learning algorithm is described in Figure �� We
introduce some notation used in the 
gure�

� The training set is denoted �x�� y��� � � � � �xm� ym�
where xi � Rd and yi � f�����g�

� The set of base conditions �inequalities comparing
a single feature and a constant� is denoted by C�
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Figure �� An alternating decision tree learned for the cleve data set �negative numbers correspond to predicted
sickness��

A base rule is denoted by r and we use r�x� to
denote the real value that the rule associates with
the instance x�

� The algorithm maintains two sets� a set of pre	
conditions and a set of rules� The symbols Pt� Rt

correspond to these two sets on boosting iteration
t� The initial precondition set is P� � fTg�

� The algorithm associates a positive weight with
each training example� we denote by wi�t the
weight of example number i on boosting iteration
t the initial weights are wi�� � � for all examples
� � i � m�

� The notation W �c� represents the total weight of
the training examples which satisfy the predicate
c� Similarly� we use W��c��W�

�c� to denote the
total weight of those examples that satisfy c and
are labeled �� or �� respectively �i�e� W �c� �
W��c� �W

�

�c���

The algorithm starts by 
nding the best constant pre	
diction for the entire data set� This prediction is
placed at the root of the tree� It then grows the tree
iteratively� adding one base rule at a time� The added
base rule corresponds to a subtree with a decision node

as its root and two prediction nodes as the leaves� This
subtree is added as a child of a predictor node which
might or might not be a leaf node�

In this description we have not speci
ed how to choose
when to stop the boosting process� In other words� how
to choose T � In fact� it is still unclear what is the best
way for choosing T � In the experiments described in
this paper we used cross	validation to make this choice�

The algorithm described here has some similarities
to well studied learning algorithms such as C�� and
CART� Similarly to those algorithms it proceeds in a
greedy way� adding one decision rule at a time by 
nd	
ing the best split to expand the current tree� However�
there are several important di�erences� among them�

� Decision nodes can be added at any location in
the tree� not just the leaves�

� The splitting criterion is di�erent� it is the
weighted error of the added rule� rather than
the GINI index �CART� or the information gain
�C����



� INTERPRETING ALTERNATING

DECISION TREES

In this section we argue for the interpretability and
robustness of the alternating tree representation�

To demonstrate our interpretation� we consider the al	
ternating tree presented in Figure �� This tree is the
result of running our learning algorithm for six itera	
tions on the cleve data set from Irvine� This is a data
set of heart	disease diagnostics for which the goal is to
discriminate between sick and healthy people� In our
mapping positive classi
cation correspond to healthy
and negative to sick�

This alternating tree� which consists of six decision
nodes� achieves an average test error of ���� Com	
pare this to the classi
cation rule that is generated by
boosting C�� �see Table � at the end of the paper�
which achieves a average test error of ���� This last
rule consists� on the average� of ��� decision nodes�
We claim that the fact that the description of the al	
ternating tree classi
er is so much smaller makes it
easier to read and to interpret� Of course� the struc	
ture of the alternating tree is more complex than that
of a decision tree� However� as we shall now argue� in	
terpreting an alternating tree is not harder� and may
be even easier� than interpreting a decision tree with
the same number of decision nodes�

Our main argument for the interpretability of alter	
nating trees rests on the fact that the contribution
of each decision node can be understood in isolation�
Summing these contributions generates the prediction
and the classi
cation� Consider the example in Fig	
ure �� Considering in isolation each of the decision
nodes we observe that a cholesterol level higher than
���� and an asymptomatic chest pain are both pre	
dictors of heart problems� This is indicated by the fact
that they both generate negative contributions to the
prediction sum� We can easily interpret the meaning
of all the decision nodes in the tree in a similar way�

After gleaning the meaning of each decision node in
isolation we can analyze the interactions of the nodes�
Parallel decision nodes� such as the four nodes in the

rst level� represent little or no interaction� In other
words� the fact that the thal test is normal increases
the likelihood that the person is healthy irrespective of
the number of vessels colored or the type of chest
pain� This is the type of association of indicators that

�provided� through David Aha� by the V�A� Medical
Center� Long Beach and Cleveland Clinic Foundation�
Robert Detrano� M�D�� Ph�D�

is represented by voted decision stumps or by naive
Bayes classi
ers� Note that in order to represent the
same information in a standard decision tree we would
need a decision tree with � levels� each level to test for
one of the indicators� Such a tree would have ���� �
� decision nodes instead of four� Indeed� the decision
tree that C�� generates for this data set is large and
has a high error rate�

In contrast to the independence of the decision nodes
in the 
rst level� the signi
cance of the two decision
nodes in the second level depends on the evaluation of
their ancestral decision nodes� Speci
cally� regarding
the node sex 	 female the fact that a patient is a
male appears to be more predictive of a heart problem
when their chest pain is symptomatic then in the pop	
ulation in general� This implies that only when the
chest pain is asymptomatic it is worthwhile to check
the patients gender� The decision	tree structure can
represent dependences between indicators� which can	
not be represented by voted stumps�

The root of the tree is associated with the 
xed �un	
conditional� contribution of ������ This small positive
number indicates that �according to this training set�
there are slightly more healthy people then sick� This
means that before testing any feature value we should
predict �healthy� �but with low con
dence��

All the contributions are summed in order to give the

nal prediction� and this prediction is thresholded to
give the classi
cation� This means that if we test the
conditions given in the tree serially� we accumulate
evidence for or against the health of the person as we
proceed� If at some intermediate point during this pro	
cess we have a sum whose absolute value is large� and
the total contribution of all of the �untested� predic	
tion nodes is small� � then we don�t need to continue
our computation 	 the current sign of the sum cannot
change� Even if it is theoretically possible for the sign
to change� it might require that most of the future
tests will give contribution in the direction opposite to
the sign of the current sum� which is unlikely� We thus
think about the absolute value of the sum as a measure
of con
dence of the classi
cation� and call it the classi	

cation margin� This interpretation is further justi
ed
by the theoretical analysis of margins in Schapire et�
al� ���� In Section  we show some empirical evidence
that strengthens this interpretation and suggests how
it can be quanti
ed and used�

�This situation is less likely to occur in our small ex�
ample in which all of the contributions� other than that of
the root� are large� However� it is a common occurrence in
larger trees�



The fact that each decision node has a limited in�uence
on the prediction adds to the robustness of this repre	
sentation� In some situations we cannot evaluate some
of the decision nodes� This might be because some
feature values are unknown �a common occurrence in
the UCI dataset� or because we are pressed for time�
In such situations we can do well by considering only
the reachable decision nodes whose associated predic	
tions are large� This will degrade the accuracy only
slightly because the in�uence of the ignored nodes is
usually not su�cient to change the classi
cation� The
indices printed in the left side of the decision nodes in
Figure � indicate the boosting iteration on which the
nodes were added� In general� lower indices correspond
to more in�uential nodes that were added earlier in the
boosting process�

� EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to examine the practical performance of the
alternating decision tree algorithm described in the
previous section we ran experiments on a collection of
nineteen data sets taken from the UCI machine learn	
ing repository ����� To simplify matters� we restricted
ourselves to binary classi
cation problems only�

The three learning algorithms that we compared were�

� C�� �with and without boosting��

� StumpBoost� our boosting algorithm restricted
to generate trees with a single layer of decision
nodes�

� ADTree� our boosting algorithm run without re	
strictions�

We tested C�� by averaging over �� runs of �� fold
cross	validation�

On the smaller data sets ADTree quickly over
ts the
data� as can be seen in the cleve data set in Figure �
For this reason we had to carefully choose when to
stop the boosting process� To choose this number of
iterations we did ��	fold cross validation within the
training set in each of our experiments� We chose as
the stopping time the iteration in which the validation
error was minimized� We then reran the algorithm on
the whole training set and stopped it at the chosen
iteration to generate the classi
er that we tested on
the held	out data set� Because of this time	consuming
method for choosing the stopping iteration we tested
our algorithm using � runs of ��	fold cross validation�

Figure  shows two typical learning curves for ADTree
and StumpBoost� For the data set cleve both algo	
rithms reach their best performance after less then ten
boosting iterations� After more iterations the training
error continues to decrease but the test error increases�
To overcome this over
tting behavior� early stopping
of the boosting algorithm is critical�The kr
vs
kp

data set is much larger� which is probably the reason
that there is almost no di�erence between the train	
ing and test errors� Here we see that ADTree reaches
a very small error after about � iterations while the
error of StumpBoost remains large even after ��� iter	
ations� This is a case in which the larger capacity of
ADTree gives it an advantage�

Table � summarizes the results from all the data sets�
For each data set the number of examples and features
is listed along with the average size of the generated
classi
er and average test error �with standard error�
for each classi
er tested� Note that C��� refers to C��
without boosting �i�e� a single decision tree� and C���

� Boost refers to C�� with �� rounds of boosting� For
the C�� results� the size represents the average of the
total number of decision nodes� summed over the ten
trees� For StumpBoost and ADTree� the size is the
average number of boosting rounds which is equal to
the number of decision nodes�

For the sake of comparison� we summarize our results
in two scatter plots �Figure ��� We see that the per	
formance of C���boost is very close to the perfor	
mance of our algorithm� With a slight advantage to
C���boost� We see that in some of the smaller data
sets StumpBoost outperforms both C�� and ADTree�
the reason for that probably being that it is less prone
to over
tting�

Comparing the size of the classi
ers we 
nd that� in all
but three cases� the classi
ers generated by alternating
tree algorithm are much smaller then those generated
by C�� with boosting�

One interesting feature of these experimental results
is that� in general� when C�� performed signi
cantly
better than StumpBoost� so did ADTree and when
StumpBoost performed signi
cantly better than C���
so did ADTree� This demonstrates the ability of al	
ternating decision trees to represent both voted sums
and decision trees�

Surprisingly� in some of the data sets the best method
is C�� without boosting� This method has the lowest
test error in house
votes
���hypo�� hypothyroid�
sick
euthyroid and dis and the tree size is small�
We have no explanation for this behavior�
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Figure �� Average test error of C�� � Boost versus ADTree �left� and C�� � Boost versus StumpBoost �right�
on all of the examined data sets�

We explored several statistics in an attempt to quan	
tify the relation between the absolute value of the pre	
diction and the probability that the classi
cation is
correct� From our preliminary studies� we found a
graphical representation for measuring and possibly
using this relationship� Two Examples are given in
Figure �� Each graph represents the conditional prob	
ability that the label is positive �which we denote by
p� given the value of the prediction �denoted s�� As
expected� p is close to � when s � � and is close to �

when s � � �otherwise� by de
nition� the error would
be large�� However� note that when s is far from zero�
the conditional probability is even closer to zero and to
� respectively� This means that when s is far from zero
�i�e� the classi
cation margin is large� we can classify
the instance much more reliably then when s is close
to zero �small classi
cation margin�� This gives exper	
imental justi
cation to interpreting the classi
cation
margin as a measure of con
dence�
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Figure �� Calibration graphs for the splice and sick
euthyroid data sets for train and test after ��� rounds
of ADTree�

In addition to justifying our interpretation� the cali	
bration graphs can potentially be used to improve our
performance situation where our classi
cation rule is
allowed to abstain from predicting on some fraction
of the test examples� For the splice data set after
��� rounds of boosting we can choose to abstain when
���� � s � ���� which would reduce the test error
from ���� to �� at the cost of abstaining on ����
of the data �for one particular train�test split�� Simi	
larly for the sick
euthyroid data set abstaining when
������ � s � ����� reduces the test error from ����
to ���� at the cost of abstaining on ��� of the data�

� CONCLUSIONS

We have described a new representation for classi
ca	
tion rules that is interpretable and robust� We have
shown how boosting can be used to learn this type
of rules� The new learning algorithm combines� in a
simple fashion� decision trees and boosting� In our ex	
periments we show that the error performance of the
new algorithm is close to that of C�� with boosting�
Lastly� we gave some preliminary experimental justi
	
cation to the interpretation of the absolute real	valued
prediction that is generated by the alternating decision
tree as a measure of classi
cation con
dence�

In the near future we plan to further research the use
of calibration graphs to decide when to abstain from
prediction� We plan to integrate a new boosting al	
gorithm which is more robust against noise than Ad	

aBoost �to be described in a separate paper�� Lastly�
we plan to explore ways for speeding up the algorithm�
especially for large data sets�
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